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KNIT



Needles: US Size 1 (2.25mm size) – circular needle with 24” / 60 cm cable suitable 
for magic loop
Yarn: Uru.Yarn Scoot Sock, 70% Extra fine Merino, 20% Baby Alpaca, 10% Nylon, 400 
yards (366 Meters) / 100g, 1 skein used for this project
Colorway: Silver Bells 
Notions list: tapestry needle for weaving in ends, stitch markers (2)
Skill Level: Intermediate
Gauge (unblocked): 36 stitches & 48 rounds = 4” (10 cm) in stockinette stitch
Finished Size

Sizes: S (M, L)
To fit foot width: 9” (10”, 11”) / 23 (25.5, 28) cm
Sample size: The sample was knitted in size small, to fit a 9” (23 cm) foot width.

Special Techniques
1/1 RC (RT): 1x1 cable with right leaning stitch in front: To cross the right stitch 
over the left stitch; insert your needle knitwise through next two stitches on the 
needle as if to k2tog, and slip onto the right needle. Slip each stitch back onto 
the left needle separately. Knit these two stitches.
1/1 LC (LT): 1x1 cable with left leaning stitch in front: Slip 2 stitches knitwise. To 
transfer these stitches back to the left needle and to cross the left stitch over the 
right; insert the left needle through both of slipped stitches beginning with the 
right-most stitch. Knit these two stitches.
1/1 RPC: 1x1 cable with right leaning knit stitch in front, and purl behind.To cross the right 
stitch over the left stitch; insert your needle knitwise through next two stitches on the needle 
as if to k2tog, and slip onto the right needle. Slip each stitch back onto the left needle 
separately. Knit 1, purl 1.
1/1 LPC: 1x1 cable with right leaning knit stitch in front, and purl behind. Slip 2 stitches 
knitwise. To transfer these stitches back to the left needle and to cross the left stitch over 
the right; insert the left needle through both of slipped stitches beginning with the right-
most stitch. Purl 1, knit 1.
RLI: lift the stitch below the next stitch on your left needle, onto your left needle ready to knit. 
Knit this stitch.
LLI: lift the stitch which is two stitches below the stitch you have just knitted on your right 
needle. Place this on your left needle. Knit the lifted stitch.

Instructions 
Instructions are for knitting using the magic loop method on circular needles. Needle 1 (N1) 
will hold your instep stitches and needle 2 (N2) will hold the sole stitches.

TOE
Using Judy’s Magic Cast On, cast on a total of 20 (24, 28) stitches. 10 (12, 14) per needle.
Round 1: Knit all stitches
Round 2 N1: Kfb, k to 2 stitches before end of needle, kfb, k1; repeat on N2
Round 3: Knit all stitches
Repeat rounds 2 and 3 until there is a total of 56 (64, 72) stitches.  28 (32, 36) on each needle

FOOT
N1: Begin working chart while adding k3 (5, 7) before and after each row of the chart
N2: Knit all stitches
Repeat chart on N1, and stockinette stitch on N2 until your work measures 3.25” (3.75”, 4.25”) / 
8.25 (9.5, 10.8) cm less than your total foot measurement.

GUSSET

Abbreviations:
k: knit
kfb: knit into the front and 
back of the stitch,
k2tog: knit 2 stitches together
k3tog: knit 3 stitches together
LLI: left leaning increase 
N: needle
p: purl
p3tog: purl 3 stitches together
psso: pass slipped stitch over
RLI: right leaning increase 
rm: remove marker
sl: slip stitch
w&t: wrap and turn
yo: yarn over 
sl: slip stitch
ssk: slip slip knit



Work the following 2 rows of increases on N2, while maintaining Chart pattern on N1 as follows:
Round 1 N1: Maintain chart
Round 1 N2: K1, RLI, k to 1 stitch before end, LLI, k1
Round 2 N1: Maintain chart
Round 2 N2: Knit all stitches
Repeat the 2 rounds above until you have a total of 56 (64, 72) stitches on N2, which is 14 (16, 18) gusset increases on 
either side of 28 (32, 36) sole stitches. 
End with a Round 2 repeat on N1. You should be ready to work N2.

HEEL SET UP
The heel will be worked back and forth on N2. Place markers to separate your 14 (16, 18) gusset stitches from the 28 
(32, 36) heel stitches. These markers will be referred to in the instructions that follow in the heel turn section.
N2 only: Knit to first marker

HEEL TURN
The heel is worked back and forth on the 28 (32, 36) sole stitches only.
Row 1: [K1, Sl1] to 2 stitches before the marker, w&t
Row 2: P to 2 stitches before marker, w&t
Row 3: [Sl1, k1] to 3 stitches before marker, w&t
Row 4: P to 3 stitches before marker, w&t
Row 5: [K1, Sl1] to 4 stitches before the marker, w&t
Row 6: P to 4 stitches before marker w&t
Continue in this manner until you have 10 (12, 14) centre stitches and 7 (9, 10) wrapped stitches, plus 2 stitches. 
Work as established to the first wrap (knit the knits and slip the slipped stitches). Lift the wrapped stitch and knit 
together with the stitch it is wrapped around. Continue to do this until the final remaining wrapped stitch. Knit the 
stitch, its wrap and the last stitch together as k3tog. Turn.
Sl1, P to the first wrap. Lift the wrapped stitch and purl together with the stitch it is wrapped around. Continue to do 
this until the final remaining wrapped stitch, purl the stitch, its wrap and the last stitch together as P3tog. Turn.
You should now have 26 (30, 34,) sole stitches, 2 fewer than when you started.

HEEL FLAP
Continue working on N2 only.
Row 1: Sl1, work as established to 1 stitch before the first marker. Ssk stitches on either side of marker. Remove 
marker while working stitch, pm after ssk. turn.
Row 2: Sl1, p to 1 stitch before marker, rm, p2tog, pm, turn.
Repeat rows 1 and 2 until there are 2 stitches after each marker ending on a wrong side row. 30 (34, 38) stitches.
Work an additional Row 1, but instead of turning work, k1, then  
continue working in the round and continue working chart on N1.  
57, (65, 73) total stitches.
N2: K1, ssk, k to end.

LEG
Return to working chart on N1 and stockinette stitch on N2 in the round. Work until your desired height and end on 
a chart round 8 on N1.

CUFF
Work 1x1 rib for fourteen rounds.
Cast off in rib using your preferred method for a stretchy finish.
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